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Episode 4
In a firmament no longer a part of sky
Whose dreams are made out of celluloid
It's getting much worse
I think it's beginning to disturb you too
“The End” [music stops]
I'd give anything to play love scenes
like I saw this morning
As of this moment these are the 1930s again.
It doesn't have to be phony
wishing for things that are dead
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Episode 5
20, 25 years...
yesterday I just got in the car and drove
Don't you know your own son
Memory has become reality
You've got to believe me
look at my identification...look at
them...Little boy
[wallet thud]
I won't hurt! your selves
Ah, my leg, my leg!
Oww!
I only wanted to tell you that this was a wonderful time of life for you
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Episode 9
Time is an enemy.
Revolting door!
-Whatsamatta, are you sick?
-No I wanna rest
I musn't go to sleep
Quite a drop. I only wanted some air
I wanna live, that's my problem
No marbles can be found
spent a whole hour staring at that silly boat
not strenuous exercise for the
romantic heart. But they forget about imagination
I look in the rearview mirror and I see his face
I knew intellectually that I was alone
I crashed anyway
Everything warped and twisted out of shape, but real
“hurry! This is where you get the big prizes
Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!
Got fat ones
got thin ones
blondes, burnets, red heads...Maya the Cat Woman!
A little demonstration of what yr gonna see inside!”
I'm only afraid because this is a dream
“It's soft and cool and dark inside”
What if I don't want to kiss you Maya the Cat Woman
That's when I knew she was trying to kill me
“All the things you can't do when you're awake!”
Like watching your date look around nervously confused on a roller coaster as
comedy routine
“Jump Edward!
Maya the receptionist –say's ”he's dead”--the one we know
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Episode 10
Fear
A ship
an aged blind thing
A frightened ship-The more the merrier
I don't seem to recall getting on this ship
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Episode 15
A thousand years of science and mathematics
and the projected Dreams and hopes of a world
Man shot an arrow
“She's off the vector path... off the radar screen, completely gone”
On an asteroid
Nursery rhyme for the age of space:
“Cause of crash unknown
There is very little left of the aircraft
The radio is gone
Most of the supplies destroyed in the crash
But we are still a crew
We'll operate from the book”
“It's mp asteroid
it's an 8-ball!”
A long way from home
“This is home now gentlemen”
“Rocks and hills”
“Cory, what'd you done with Peterson
I wanna see his body-“You were so sure he was dead!
Peterson, you're gonna be alright boy...what are you trying to draw-Peterson!
“Cory you killed him didn't you”
“I'm genuinely sorry Colonel,
but you brought the book to the wrong place-“That's it, you were drawing telephone polls!”
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Episode 30
Gart Williams had
a wonderful beat going on
his knuckle with his pencil
All due to pressure from Mr. Misrell
Mr. Misrell: Get with it boy!
This is a push business, Williams
Push and drive! But personally...
It's push, push, push!
all the way all the time right on down the line!
In the absolute pink. The rich get richer, and the days get shorter.
Will he, “quietly plastered and then sing all-colored songs?”
Going to get off at Willoughby
He dreams so beautifully he gets himself killed
“Plenty of room with lots of fish”.
If only the train conductor checked the timetables for Ohio
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Episode 32
A quest for impossible things
Half of him is that horn
But when he's drunk
it comes out
beauty
Well, he could show you New York
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Two Poems by Kevin Rabas
GUARD
You could look out
at the water
all day from the sand, think
anything, think nothing, watch
kids kick & swim & kiss,
& wonder: is this
all there is?
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MORE THAN WORDS [2]
Kept on cassette
in my white '67 Mustang fastback,
Extreme's “More than Words,”
and I kept it on
repeat that summer
that Cass dumped me, drove
through those grey burb streets
slow with that song always on,
not for the words, but for
the guitar and the blend
of the birdlike long-hair
guy voices, harmony; tune
without drums
and cymbals; tune
of sunken love, but
adolescent hope show me
your love, love
we've told and told
over, sung
with tired words.
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Two Stories By Paul Edward Costa
A Ghost’s Guide to Scorched Elm Drive

I turned onto Scorched Elm Drive. Bare trees lined the streets still damp with rain.
Their branches hung low like fleshless fingers. It felt like they beckoned further along the
road. The whole street felt like an esophagus forcing me down. I stepped over garbage and
flat cigarette butts on the ground.
I walked to the townhouse where my friend Zade held an autumn gathering of a few
neighborhood friends. We sat in a circle in her basement and linked hands. She’d lit candles
with wax shaped into stacks of ancient Persian pillows as we drifted through a collective
meditation. She kept an analog tape recorder going during our silent session. We listened to
the playback. A ghost of our street began speaking through the crackling static. This is what
it said.
***
Midnight may be the dead hour, and 3:00am the witching hour, but 10:00am is the
horror of a dead night resurrected and stumbling down abandoned side streets without
traffic.
The daytime fog enveloping the streets is actually the same overcast sky in every old
sepia photo of this neighborhood, which set in slowly over several generations until children
grew up blind as the elderly drew their curtains closed and took refuge in the crinkled
images of their memories, which to them were distant kingdoms of vibrant colour where
the blind stayed out of sight and out of mind.
We ghosts can see what you people feel. When I look down I see filthy water gurgling
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along the gutters as it carries dozens of rose-tinted contact lenses into the sewers.
Have you seen the old man walking along the sidewalk wearing shoes wrapped
thoroughly with black electrical tape? He is of much wisdom. If you give him a nod he’ll
smile and says “this isn’t 2016; I’m still dreaming of 1981,” before tapping his forehead and
walking off.
You may not know that a man nearby makes crayon drawings of children being eaten
by wolves.
We ghosts can only huff and puff against the brown and gray walls of eternal brick.
Our ethereal fists leave what looks like water stains on the sides of the apartments
and strip malls, so I developed a way to speak into people’s thoughts after giving up on the
urge to physically intervene with my immaterial body.
***
Myself, Zade, and the other guests spoke due to pure gut instinct.
“What do you say to them?” each member of the circle asked.
After a fuzzy burst of white noise, the ghost continued speaking, though we could
not tell if this was a response or simply the next part of its speech.
***
I met a trembling woman washing dishes near here in a small sink using soap from a
dispenser painted with faded tulips against a dull pink background. She stood in front of a
window overlooking the spiders on her crumbling balcony. She wore an-off white pull-over
sweater with cracked kitten designs on its front (I’ve occupied this street long enough to
know her sweater was one like a girl with a perm wears in a class picture from the 1980s. It
hangs crooked on a wall in the local high school).
She asked me “Which magical beast tore open our black garbage bags and spread
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their contents through the grass on the boulevards? It scattered used tissues, coffee lids
crushed flat, and cheap flyers everywhere. Did their positions on the lawn match some
mysterious constellation?”
I told her it was simply the mess of a hungry raccoon.
She said “But I thought I heard an old 1800s ghost locomotive’s steam whistle puff
through last night, while angels beat their wings over my roof.”
I told her “You heard a commuter train…and the soft patter beating over your roof
was only the rain.”
***
The tape returned to incoherent static when Zade released her grip on the hands of
the guests to her left and right. She fell over onto her side. She lay on the carpet while
shivering, blinking rapidly, and moving her lips without speaking.

Room Limit (IIV)
A room at twilight outside of time. It is furnished for sleeping. Pale, frigid and
haunting spotlights illuminate the space around the grandfather clock, the far corner, the
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creaky single bed, and the heating vent in the carpeted floor. We see the same person in
all the illuminated places simultaneously, each version of the person wearing plain white
clothing. They speak in turn, but with the same voice.
***
The bell rings once.
"I prefer not to think of the clock as having 'hands' and a 'face,' rather, I prefer to
think of it as an eye: its white backdrop the sclera, its ring of numerals the iris, and the
slowly spinning hands a morphing pupil in precise and constant flux."
The bell rings twice.
"I stand in the corner, exhale, and close my eyes. I see a woman standing serenely in
the dark with her hands clasped in front of her, her outlines hazy. She has no eyes and there
in those ocular caverns the darkness collects in small but deep pools that swirl like water in
an ancient chalice."
The bell rings three times.
"I pull up the covers, escaping the thoughts and monsters by entering a sanctum of
darkness, a blessed plane of infinite possible forms due to its complete absence of visibility,
where you may live through each harrowing memory again and again from within the safety
of your soft time machine, finally escaping the godforsaken tyranny of sight and all its lies."
The bell rings four times.
"Long ago the child crawled off its bed and listened to enthralling sounds and voices
coming through the air vent in the carpeted floor, but excitement rises like heat, and so the
child listening in the room could not also enter the place where it so desperately wanted to
go, because while its physical form will certainly venture there, that being cannot be the
same child who listened longingly to the sounds and voices in the room's heating duct long
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ago."
***
The iterations of the same person standing in the pale light of each frigid spotlight
all turn away at once. They remain but they depart. We stay until the silence addresses us
and whispers directly into our ears:
"I speak from the threshold of my realm. Enter, but know this: your values will
collapse under the weight of my vacuous eternity. I sleep in the vast subatomic spaces
within the cracks of your grand monuments. There beneath the building blocks and
foundations I scream forever with a cry of operatic and soundless dissonance that leaves a
scar on all who experience it as a receipt when they purchase the wonder within the
concept of zero."
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Reading Pedro P’arama
By Perry Shepard

Reading Pedro P’arama while walking the dusty road
When my soul became heavy and I fell into a dream state
And the world was silent while the wind blew the road
Across my path without making a sound.
Though late in day, during the dog days of August
The hour was hot and the road dust coated
My throat and covered my face as I read.
I heard a voice in the silence, my mother
She was crying and spit out her loneliness
With tears and whimpers of the dead these nine years
She was wandering her purgatory of leaving
The earth too soon. I search for her essence
And #nd my father trying to make up to her
While hovering over her transparent form.
He was lost these past 23 years
And she never forgave him
For leaving without saying goodbye.
No, he put the hole in himself while she bathed.
I wander down the windblown road
The wind whipping my face,
Blowing mother closer to me
She looks past me crying, whining.
I am as dead as the mule that wanders
Over by my mother waiting for me
On the other side—of the fence.
It’s forlorn face with red tears dripping
Down it opaque cheeks crying
Over the neglect it experienced living
After father was gone. She looks
Up at me with accusatory eyes seepingAsking “Why? Why did you let me die?”
Father appears looking over her shoulder
At me with that disappointed expressionSadness in his eyes as he strokes her neck.
“Here son, have a #nal drink with me!”
And he passes over the insubstantial
Bottle of Schnapps my hands can’t grasp
And he hops on the mule’s back
Riding across the dry weedy #eld
Into the late sunlight just before
It slips down beyond the horizon.
Faintly I hear a voice
Calling for him a woman callingCrying, calling out his name
On the wind. Mother’s vague form
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Chase the mule and old man
As they disappear across the weeds
And she is left behind
With hunched shoulders.
She drifts off into the heavens
Still calling his name.
And I wake with Juan Rulfo’s book
In my lap as I found myself
Sitting in the #eld while he
Goes looking for his father
And lives with the ghosts.
Pedro P’aramo
By Juan Rulfo
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Three Poems from Colin James

The Indiffusible Cacophony of Staid Interactions
The only passable lane between
two cemeteries
catholic and protestant,
is littered with unread iers.
Wouldn't wipe their arse with them
producing an uncomfortable
feeling for the rest of the day.
A pile of colorful clothes
that wasn't here yesterday.
I heard a sound of footsteps
like someone running away,
then contrasted discarded appliances.
Dishwashers, fused dryers, left by
these modern disposal experts.
Wistful practitioners of faith
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James Dean In Cornwall
The hospitality was normal
if a bit on the short side.
Vernaculars to know,
I kept falling off the bed.
She had one of those English names,
Beryl or Fiona.
Went down to the sea caves
during full tide at night
then twice in the morning.
Stayed almost a week,
continued homeward
on the queen, Mary.
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Oratories Through a Womb Wall
Having said this all before,
our hero of the two haircuts
one quite puffy on top, the other
halfway down its back
prone to goodly Afro Pride.
Not your Archie or Betty this
that's running as fast as can
pursued by unpromising paralytics
their uniforms precise and prohibitive.
The stench of prosperity, poison
tipped spears cha cha cha the air.
Origins like formalism throughout.
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Collaged Landscapes of Carolyn Yeutter
On a recent winter weekend night of a very dear neighbor’s birthday party, in what could be viewed as
another feeble attempt of my having a social life, or at least retaining a sense of community, my partner (EPP
chief visual artist Jamie Hofling, whose mug happens to adorn the cover of the first two issues of this annual
rag) and I headed out the door with all sorts of THC-induced fuzzies in our bodies and heads, sauntering all
over soft the mole-burrowed and ransacked texture of our back yard which served to reaffirm the central role
in the human drama played by the human feet, which for too long have been hindered by unnecessarily
misshaped shoes, patriarchal aesthetic preferences for exaggeratedly narrow toes and wide and tall heels.
Our well stimulated parts of our feet, from the dorsals pedis, our fibulars and down through our plantars, led
us down the slope of the deep-for-draining trench, and up the outer slope across the not yet icy Elm street to
the home of, incidentally, one the few independent shoe repairers in the area, Bruce –BKB Leather– Barlow.
Bruce and his also amazingly talented wife Kris Barlow, are one of the nodal points of the social geography of
our neighborhood. They have lots of friends, and even the many who don’t know them well, sing their praises.
On my end, Bruce was probably the guy I have to thank for my first paid solo building and repair project (and
the job by the bid, to boot!) turning out as well as it did. His knowledge and curiosity, led me to learning that
fastening wood to concrete is a thing, before I learned how to do such. On top of that, no matter how few
people we actually knew out of the 30-60 people there for the party, it was another effortless case, typical in
a college town of our size, of finding through those degrees of separation, connections to other artists.
Towards the end of the night Kris and a woman named Charolette, who is the mother of Skylar who hosted a
previously noted Crampus Party1 a couple years back, talked of handwork and other visual art, when
Charolette mentioned her sister who puts old bits of stuff together to create recognizable landscapes (or
“villagescapes”). Like the four following this page.
Just Charolette's description told me to get on this. I was probably desperate-sounding. And maybe that’s my
default mode when trying to mix the work of this press –and it does often feel like work, especially the
editing and layout for issue 1 of the mag– with being a human being interacting with other human beings.
Anyway, fuck all that. This is about the work. I was lucky to get ahold of via Charolette giving my email
address to her sister in Arizona Carolyn Yeutter, who says, “I try create a rich variety of textures in my work,
and to create areas of black and white in a composition to give it depth and balance. A strong foreground
pulls the viewer into the scene, so that is also an important part if my work”
just look at it, and see where your eyes go. Look at it again, go back and look, turn your head and read–and
look some more... set feet in them. And if you have any feedback, observations and critiques, write to us.

1 See Enduring Puberty Blog Post from January 2, 2017, titled A Look At The Office [of] EPP. Excerpt: Recently, Jamie
and I went to a “white elephant” (known by some as “Chinese”) gift exchange for a Krampus Party. Jamie and I each
presented improvised mail art creations vomited out within the hour before showing up. We took notice that ours were
among the last gives to be picked. Perhaps it was because the packages were both flatter than the other gifts. In any
case it was a small blow to us and our endeavoring to attract aspiring honorary pubes. Our host and friend Skylar
Adamson mentioned out loud the possibility that the guests at the party may be uncomfortable opening a package with
the word, “puberty” on it. (It’s also worth noting that the person who picked out my gift, a copy of Reinventing The
Third Wheel, is a female whom about 5 or 6 years ago, I literally rubbed the wrong way (I was being over affectionate
(committing borderline sexual harassment?) petting her head.

We Want More
by Ned Robertson
Sometimes this weird light
gives up the ghost of forebears
- Promethean spoor:
Those great whales who gave
lantern fuel harpooned at sea
... to trim our wicks for;
Blackstone mines cough up
scattered dwindling Anthracite:
warmer, brighter, more;
Arson pirates struck
matching sail and tar with ash:
Insurers adore;
Tho lantern's gimble
brings Study's worlds in focus,
Sight scopes distant shores;
Markets craved new holes,
currencies begged, borrowed, stole:
Finance nets new stores;
Papers spread market's
Glee on mass-production spools:
Consumer's amour;
Purchasing power
elicits advertisements
too sly to ignore;
Holes in Sacred Ground
Spewed Petrol accessories,
(crashed whale-hunter's door);
Internal combust
sucks gaseous vapors, speeding
largesse by motor;
Ships become metal
breaking waves, air and cross
-border protectors;
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Commerce gets global,
technology outpaces
many folk's labor;
Titans of finance
assert dumbfounding clauses:
Great masticators;
Cross-talking language
divides many, expectant,
prognosticators;
Teeming many fly
over wage-slaved citizens
left just below floors;
Movies lose plot of
textbook varieties: Sins
from celluloid's stores?
Papers cite libel
laws to explain absent rich
child-fornicators;
Seeming compliant
the ratcheted hunger-sames
spin in their same gore;
Droughts on land, in minds,
Floods eat crops, fires devastate:
Feeds speculators;
No water, no air,
Flint gives us no answer fit
for human-chain mores;
Youth astride dawn's door,
shot dead seeking awareness.
No light left to rhyme.
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INTERVIEW WITH EXPERT ON GROWTH-MANAGEMENT
Professor Kirk McClure is a professor at Kansas University (KU) of urban planning in the School of Public
Affairs and Administration. (we've included a couple of pictures of his alluring mug to increase the share of
your attention.)His teaching focus is on housing market behavior. He's offered his expertise many times in
testimonies before US and local government officials often warning against overbuilding. As it is all over the
country, in local politics the big real estate interests, including construction companies, have a
disproportionate amount of power. A truth that, as with all public policy, is usually only implied. The basic
premise of McClure's can be summed up somewhat easily, by what he wrote in a position paper I asked him to
write years back for now defunct state-level think tank1: “Too many communities confuse growth of supply
with growth in demand. This confusion causes communities to favor any proposal from developers to build
new buildings.”
I first took note of him many years ago during a period of increased local activism, when he laid out facts
about the consistently large number of vacancies that tend to follow the new (both residential and
commercial) development.
Whether or not the net vacant houses in older established neighborhoods become haunted in any sense, may
seem to have less to do with the politics and economics of it than how the people respond to those spaces. In
any case that's many of us will likely be haunted by past decisions made. On a personal note, the time period
surrounding this interview was busy and intense, most of it being spent on helping an elderly friend, whose
Parkinson's disease has left him broke and unable to afford renting the early 20th century house he'd been
living in for over 30 years. At first he was paying me to pack, move, and help him gather the will and
foresight to discard the hundreds, really thousands of books he had collected over the years that could not
possibly fit into the new one bedroom apartment he was going to move in, under the facilitation of the local
housing authority who awarded him assistance to pay for it. But the transformation required for a move like
this required an emotional and mental energy that's traumatic enough for a younger adult without the
memory loss that accompanies old age. So I found myself playing an advocacy role. Which somehow doesn't
seem to complement or feed into my fiction and poetry writing, and editing, let alone journalistic practices.
What I've re-learned is that more broadly speaking it sucks to be poor, unless you can subsidize/afford
enough time your hobbies/real passions and still have the energy and health to engage in them. Secondly, as
we are bound by the finiteness of time, despite the occasional deception of personal temporality –and you
can see this in the realm of friendships as well-- the more stuff you have, e.g.'s my client friend's books, the
more you will devaluate each one. But what does that have to do with an interview with one of the
foremost experts on urban policy? Right?

1 Formerly known as Ad Astra Institute, now Kansas Progress Institute, ran by one man think tank, former KU economics
professor and researcher, David Burress
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EPP: This assumption, that demand follows supply, as you know, still dominates our society, beyond your
field. But it's felt more locally by this obsession with building and developing more houses. You've gone on to
show in your work that residential and commercial housing is out of accordance with the level of demand? Is
part of this problem the city not doing its best to look at the data, are they misinterpreting the data or is it
something else?
McClure: The only amount of supply we can support is the amount that's feasible given our existing demand.
And it's not a complex arithmetic. If you take all of the owner households in Lawrence, Kansas, you add up all
their incomes, you can multiply it by an easy factor, which is about 2 to 2.3, that tells you the aggregate value
of all the owner occupied homes in Lawrence, Kansas. And what's interesting about that little piece of
arithmetic is that it's independent of the number of homes. So you take this aggregate value divide it by
20,000 homes, you can divide it by 25,000 homes, but that total aggregate value doesn't change. So building
more doesn't add to it. So what happens is that if we overbuild, we lower the value of all of the homes. For
what it's worth it's the same on the rental side. You can take all the rental households in town, you can take
their income and you can multiply it by a fairly standard number which is little more than the percentage of
income that goes to rents, and it's in the low thirties, it varies a little bit from town to town. that's exactly
then the amount of rental housing we can support. So if we build more than that all we do is lower the value
of that property which means the older properties won't get invested in. A good example of this: the city
mistakenly subsidized the Here project at eleventh and Mississippi. It was a stupid thing to do. Now we
needed that block redeveloped, the property that was there was in pretty rough shape. But we didn't need to
subsidize it. They, the members of the City Commission, mistakenly believed that they were adding to the tax
base of the community. It's an absolutely zero sum game we don't have anymore renter households, they don't
have any more income, they haven't changed their propensity to spend their income on housing; so in fact the
aggregate demand for rental housing in Lawrence, Kansas was unchanged by the presence of that project so
what happens with the value in the Here property is simply taken from Meadow Brook and Colony woods, and
all the other properties. Not a smart thing to do. Plus the vacancies go up because the student population is
not growing. The city has replicated the mistake, not as badly but by approving the project on 23rd st. Now no
public funds are involved in that, or very minor, for some small public improvements. But if the city wants to
help its capacity for the city to revitalize its downtown –and it has proposals both for west of Jonny's and at
eleventh and Massachusetts, between Mass and New Hampshire-- then it hurts its capacity to negotiate with
those developers when it gives away the demand on 23rd st. There's a finite amount of demand; and we're
growing, but we're not growing by thousands, but by a few hundred. So if the city is smart it would be on top
of the issue of “how many renter households do we expect to see added to the population each year?”, and
the city would use that as a target and say that's the amount of housing we want built” then make the
developers bid. That's just straightforward growth-management.
EPP: When you wrote about the Here project2 back in February, you stated that the ideal vacancy rate among
owner-occupied homes is 2.0%. Why that number? Is that based on the rate of growth of population size and
income in a town like Lawrence?
Prof. McClure: No, it's based simply on observations. There's been a lot of research on how housing markets
behave. What we find is that when vacancies among owner occupants fall below one and a half percent that
tends to cause prices to be bid up beyond normal levels. When vacancies become too high, let's say three
percent or more then in fact you have the opposite, prices are bid down, people aren't incentivized to
maintain their properties. So in fact one and a half to two is the ideal range. That way the prices aren't going
up to fast, but people tend to keep up their properties.
Same thing happens on the rental side it's just because of the higher turnover, the numbers are higher, about
five percent. Everyone used to agree on five percent, but it's a little piece of economic trivia worth knowing:
we have not as a nation had rental vacancies at five percent since Jimmy Carter was president. So the harder
question from that is, are we in a new normal, is seven percent right? Or are we in a chronic overbuilding of
rental properties?
EPP: Some cities are doing like a vacancy fee, particularly in city downtowns, where landlords keep their
places vacancy for a certain amount of time. Do you see that as part of the solution?

2 Development project on KU campus in Lawrence, which replaced all of one side of residential buildings, which were. Not
condemned or in condemnable shape, with a multi-story structure of apartments, extra amenities and retail space

I listen to this guy just lying his socks off:
“we've got a shortage of housing” I
knew the facts to be otherwise, but I'm
trying to read the faces of the Senators on
the committee, and I gotta tell you, they
weren't paying close attention.
McClure: No, that's so rare. No landlord willingly leaves a property vacant—with some exceptions like super
hot market Vancouver, British Columbia. There are people from Hong Kong, a lot of money left there, people
trying to find safer places to invest when the communists took over Hong Kong. For whatever reason, I don't
know, but a lot of it landed in Vancouver and British Columbia. You may know that it is considered one of the
most livable cities in the Western world it has phenomenal price growth. People were making so much money
buying condos in Vancouver that they said, “why would I put my investment at risk by living in it?” So they
would buy it, pay the taxes on it, and keep it empty and watch it rise in value by twenty percent a year. You
can't make twenty percent in the Stock Market. Their attitude was, “I don't want the hassle of being a
landlord, I don't want it occupied, I mothball it.” So yeah, those are the exceptions. The growth of Lawrence
is miniscule compared to that. First of all we're in the midwest, and I like it here. Now you go near the coasts,
there's no question, those are hot markets. People can make a lot of money off their houses. But they make
too much money in some cases. What I like about the midwest is—now there's a lot of people for whom
housing is unaffordable, they're called poor people. But for most of us housing is very affordable. You don't
make a great deal of money off of them. My wife and I have an old home in Old West Lawrence. We like it. We
haven't made a dime off of it. It's worth today about what we paid for fifteen years ago. What we've put in it
is what it's worth. It costs money to own an old house. It's a money pit, but it's where we want to live. It's
right across from Watson Park, it's a few blocks from Massachusetts Street. It's a great place to live, but
as an investment it's a bad idea. I have friends on each coast who laugh at me about that. They say, “Kirk,
that's terrible, why do do that?” It's the house we like and the town we like. So I don't see anything wrong
with the fact that houses in the Midwest don't appreciate rapidly. I think it's why we have affordable housing.
It's also why people are leaving California, they're leaving Washington D.C., they're leaving New York and
Boston. They just can't afford it anymore. If you don't have rich parents to give you a home when they die,
you really can't afford a home in coastal California anymore. Maybe in places like Bakersfield and the San
Fernando valley. Let's be honest, those are not sexy. Now I was just in San Francisco last week for a
conference, and thoroughly enjoyed it. I used to live in Oakland, I love Oakland. To me Oakland is Kansas City
with more hills and a waterfront. I never saw the appeal of San Francisco, it's a bunch of stucco properties, it
just doesn't appeal to me. Too darned expensive.
EPP: Going back to this problem of conflating demand with supply, do you see in other communities (in and
outside the U.S.)?
McClure: there are some variations, but I think the important take away is the uniformity of the home builder
industry, constantly pushing the notion that building more housing is good
I was lucky enough to have some of the best professors in the world in housing economics. One of my
professors at MIT, became the chief economist for the National Association of Home Builders. It
• surprised me. Because I knew that professor. He's a very religious person, honest as the day is long.
Conservative, you would expect that for someone who went to work for the Home Builder's association. He's
a conservative pro free market, doesn't like planners you know, people who believe we should intervene in
markets. But what surprised me is that the Home Builder's Association are known liars. They are lobbyists
for the interests of homebuilders. They won't lie in the sense of saying something overtly false, but they
will cherry pick data to always seem to support the answer that we need more housing. I had the good
fortune about a year ago to testify in front of the United States Senate Finance Committee, chaired by Orin
Hatch. They were discussing affordable housing. I was there to discuss reforms needed in the low income
housing tax credit program. The very next person in the five person panel is the Chairman of the Board of
the National Association for Home Builders. You're on C-Span camera, you gotta maintain a poker face. I
listen to this guy just lying his socks off: “we've got a shortage of housing” I knew the facts to be otherwise,
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• but I'm trying to read the faces of the Senators on the committee, and I gotta tell you, they weren't paying

close attention. They're reading this stuff just for the record, it's their staffers, I'm looking at them3, and
I'm trying to get a read: are they're believing this guy or are they believing me. And the problem is, I think
they're believing him, because his organization gives great big donations to people's reelection funds. I'm a
bald-headed mustachioed professor from a no name university in the middle of the country, the amount of
money I donate to election campaigns doesn't move the needle. Crossing the National Association of
Homebuilders gets you into trouble. So the Senators want to believe the malarkey he's spilling out there. I
spoke to the Lawrence City Planning Commission just a few weeks ago and it was on the Comprehensive
plan 2040. The National Association of Homebuilders sent an economist out to support the developers in
Lawrence, Kansas, to say, “inclusionary housing is evil, you'll actually hurt the housing market.” It's all a
bunch of malarkey. But, again, I'm reading the faces of the people on the planning commission. Now I know
some of them quite well. One of them is a former student of mine. Another is my neighbor. Both of them
have degrees in planning. I know that they know that what he's saying is a bunch of Malarkey. Got another
friend on there, Jim Carpenter, he's an attorney, but shall we say he's a self-educated planner. I know that
they're going, “yeah, it's a bunch of malarkey, what he's saying.” But now come the other people I don't
know, and I'm trying to read their faces. I'm thinking, are they believing me or are they believing him. I'm
throwing cold water on some ideas. They've got a homebuilder saying, “your economy depends on building
more homes, every home you build creates five jobs.” That's completely false, it's a lie, and he knows it's a
lie. Building homes maintains some work in the construction industry. But just like anything it needs to be
at the right size. Let's say we need to build 800 units a year. Then you don't want an industry to build a
thousand, or 400. But they're thinking, “if we build 1200, we're creating two thousand more jobs, won't
that be great!” Well, you might be creating some temporary jobs, for guys building houses we don't need.
But ultimately there's buildings created jobs then we could solve the unemployment problem in the United
States once and no new demand. You're just gonna lay those people off later. If it were really true that
building for all by going out to towns in western Kansas and build buildings put people to work, and build
buildings and leave them empty. Well, there's no demand for them. But that's the story line they're giving.
So the economist goes back to DC to tell the lobby, and says yeah, I took down Kirk McClure...

EPP: During the immediate postwar years the return of veterans, especially those who started families, it's
easy to see that the demand for so much development did increase. Could you provide a historical overview
on how and why this changed?
McClure: I teach a course on housing policy in the United States, and I can give you a couple quick sound bites
on what happened. As bad as people think housing affordability is today, 1948 was the worst year on record.
The greatest mismatch between price and income and between supply and demand. We had effectively
stopped housing production during the war, we were not very good at getting mobilized again...a side note on
that, one of my late brothers was a professor, and an expert on the Truman administration. He'd write that
Truman was a true Keynesian. He believed in government spending, to prime the pump to get the economy
going again. But congress in fact were old fashioned austerity people. They believed that we were going to go
back into a depression if the government spends too much money. That's not a bad theory—except it doesn't
work. We do know that Keynesian economics works. So president Truman left office as one of the most
unpopular presidents ever. His standing in history has only gained over time as we've looked back and realized
that his ideas were right and Congress's were wrong. So we were in rough shape in the forties because we had
made it impossible for housing stock to grow. Then you have a million GIs return from home, saying, “I a need
a job, I need a house, and by the way, my wife is pregnant.” We didn't have houses to put them in. What
solved it, if anything solved it, was the single most successful housing program in the United States, actually
didn't come from FDR, who gets credit for it, but he didn't create was Herbert Hoover's Federal Housing
Administration FHA. What it said was, “bank, you don't want to loan to this guy, because he doesn't have a
steady job, you're not sure you're gonna get your money back.” So the FHA says, “he'll pay a little money into
our insurance fund, if he defaults and you have to foreclose, we'll pay off 99 cents on the dollar on that
mortgage. Now that's an oversimplified version of how it works, but that's how it works. Did you watch It's a
Wonderful Life? I make all my students watch it. Forget all the stuff about the guardian angel. Look
3

Stepping outside the narrow focus of this interview for a moment, I'd like to add that the role legislative staff play in the political process is criminally
overlooked in our public discourse of critiquing representatives for their commonplace corruption, and calling for campaign finance reform; it's not
that big corporations give money to candidates and then candidates turn around and support legislation, it's also the paid research and legislative staff
that bolster's representatives' established policy worldview. To the best of my memory even Ferguson, whose Investment Theory of Party Competition
provides some empirical basis for the movement for campaign finance reform, doesn't explore staff relations much. EPP solicits readers to provide
sources of research on this topic: the role of legislative staff in crafting policies that go against the public interest, including their staff member
relationships with corporate lobbyists.

underneath it, and Frank Capra is telling the history of housing finance in the United States. The depression,
renters living in tenement slums, evil bankers, the creation of the FHA which made George Bailey's Savings
Loan –we called them building societies in those days-- made them successful so people could get low cost
long term low downpayment loans to buy their homes, that's what made it all work was the FHA. It didn't
happen over night, it took a long time. We entered into a recession at the end of Eisenhower's second term,
and that caused a lot of hurt again, and probably led to Kennedy's election. Then the sad one is the Vietnam
war actually bolstered the economy. Suddenly a lot of people were going to work in factories building bombs,
planes and guns. The Johnson era was a good era for housing production. I think you can basically say from
the Johnson period to the present, we permanently eliminated a shortage of housing in almost everywhere in
the country, except in the super hot markets. And in some measures they've taken that problem on

Forget all the stuff about the
guardian angel. Look underneath it,
and Frank Capra is telling the history
of housing finance in the United States
themselves. San Francisco could easily build enough housing so there'd be no shortage. But they don't want to
go higher. Most of San Francisco is two or three story stuff It's not a small city, forty nine square miles. They
could simply build 4 and 5 story [snaps his fingers] problem solved. But they're anti-development. Los Angeles
is another example. Los Angeles can solve its own problem, but they put too many roadblocks in, development
fees, environmental concerns and so forth. A lot of their environmental concerns are phony. They're simply
trying to choke of supply. Think about it. Let's say you live in a home your parents bought, they bought it in
1972, for 20,000 which was a healthy sum in 1972; you inherited it in 1992 and it's then worth 500,000. It's
now 2018, it's worth a million five. Do you want to see that value lost? You have an interest in choking off
supply. And it's the people who control the politics of California who are choking off supply. Los Angeles has
got a ton of room, just like Kansas. They could build the roads, sewers, fire department, and solve the
problem. But they choose not to.
So the problem is, we're on the other side of that: any developer wants to build something, we say yes. It's
stupid. The issue is right sizing: California building too little, we're allowing too much. I just spoke in Junction
City yesterday, and I crunched a bunch of numbers. I had some doubtful looks, ya know, me a liberal professor
from KU comes out and speaks to all these people in Junction City. These are conservative folks, hell half of
them are military. Some of them are home builders. I could tell I was appealing to about half the people in
the room, while the other half were giving me a stare. And I said, “show of hands, how many of you are from
Manhattan?” Out of thirty people in the room, probably ten hands went up. And all of those people who raised
their hands were a little bit skeptical of what I was saying. I said you know your new agrofacility, NBAF4 “you
remember when it was announced, and immediately people started thinking, 'wow, thousands of people are
going to move to Manhattan,' and then we came to the realization that it wasn't thousands, it was a few
hundred, and it wasn't immediately, it was gonna take years?” And they all nodded yeah. And I said, “I know a
developer from Lawrence, Kansas who went out to Manhattan and Junction City and built some apartments
thinking, 'wow, all this new growth,' and what he's got is poor performing real estate, because they're aren't
any new households to fill those new units.” “yeah,” they said, “we know those stories.” So in fact, if you put
the numbers in front of people and relate it in a way so that they know the stories...it is too bad that we
don't have more people in favor of good growth management, but that's where we are in America.
EPP: One of the solutions you've mentioned is an emphasis on attracting reinvestment of older neighborhoods.
What are some examples of successful reinvestment?
McClure: let me give you a good example. One of that went too far but it's near by is Boulder, Colorado.
Boulder is a beautiful town. My wife is from, for what it's worth so there and my daughter went to the
University of Colorado, so we get there often. I like to go look at the numbers on it. Boulder is much richer
than Lawrence, so it's not the best example. They have a large campus of IBM. They have Ball Aerospace.
These are big big companies who pay big salaries to high tech people. When you can make that kind of money
4 National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility which operates under the US Department of Homeland Security
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you can afford a really really nice house. There's Boulder's problem, it's got too much money. But Boulder said,
“we want to preserve our older neighborhoods.” They put a green line around Boulder and said, “we're not
going to build into that green area. If you want to be near Boulder, you can buy a house in one of the smaller
towns near by. But if you want to be in Boulder, you'll have to fix up what's here.” But the plan worked too
well. Some of those older residents, my wife's grandparents' 4 bedroom home. In a normal market, it ought to
be worth $250,000, $300,000 something like that. It's an above average home in an above average
neighborhood. But it's now priced at a million three. That's what
Portland, Oregon is probably everybody's favorite example of doing it pretty well. They put a green belt
around it. They said, we're going to limit the number of building permits issued. But, we're going to help you
out if you refurbish older housing inside the neighborhood. Tax abatements are illegal there. One thing they
can do is that they can freeze taxes for a number of years. You have to stay there for a while, you can't flip it
for that time.
Have any of the city commissioners of Lawrence tried to do an approach like this?
Yes, a few years ago, we had something called the Progressive Lawrence Campaign (PLC), in which we
managed to capture the city commission for two election cycles. David Schauner, Boog Highberger and Mike
Rundle, who was already on the commission, and kind of coat-tailed the other two. More than any other thing
we were running against, it was the new proposed Walmart. It was Boog who shot us in the back. He's the one
who eventually said yes to Walmart. Boog, perhaps to his credit, believes in compromise, to find common
ground, well there's no common ground between yes and no. If you say yes to Walmart you're seen as being on
Walmart's side, if you say no to Walmart you're supporting growth management. Boog decided to say, “no
we're gonna compromise, I'm gonna get some stonework on the building.” We had People so mad at us they
called and said they wanted their money back, and we had already spent it [on the city commissioner
elections]
EPP: And that's when PLC turned into an issue-oriented group5
McClure: Well people were so mad at us that we couldn't continue under the same name. So we changed it to
Grassroots something—I can't remember the name, David Smith coined it. Then we tried to pick up on the
Living Wage issues. The problem is this is still conservative Kansas. I realize Lawrence seems liberal, but it
isn't. It is absolutely split down the middle half progressive half conservative. It only seems liberal because we
live in a conservative state. I lived in Massachusetts for a decade, I lived in northern California for several
years. I know liberal and Lawrence ain't it. We're only liberal because Kansans view anything in the center as
liberal. So that means when I go to the city commission and I try to teach them about growth-management,
they're looking around their constituency and say, “no, we would rather believe that building stuff is always
good. Remember you got a director of planning for the city who believes that. He doesn't understand
economics. To the credit of the tax assessor he's repeatedly gotten up and said, “well none of that's true.
Here's the value of our commercial property here's the value of our rental property, here's the value of our
homes—and it's directly a function of the incomes of these people, not the number of buildings built.
EPP: The reinvestment in infrastructure [for already existing homes and neighborhoods], if there was a
proposal for that, I assume many of the same players [thinking: construction companies] could have a role in
that. How would they accept less profit?
McClure: First off, they'd never accept less profit. There always out to make their beloved eleven percent.
That's about the rate that you make for an investment in real estate. There's nothing wrong with that. That's
the way the market works. The city can't build this stuff by itself. So we better find a way to get everybody to
come to the table. The purpose is to get us all to the table, figure out what we need, then as the phrase goes,
make it a bigger pie, everybody comes away with a piece they're happy with. And that's what the city doesn't
understand. We got a finite pie though [in Lawrence]. If you say yes to that property on 23rd st. then you've
ruined your capacity to negotiate with those properties on Massachusetts St. and North Lawrence. I really
believe those are worth us negotiating. I don't think there's any value in tearing up some part of 23rd St. and
turning it into a highrise apartment building. It just doesn't serve our planning in any great measure. But
5 Please indulge my insider activist's question. To my mind this period Dr. McClure speaks really was a heady and hopeful
one. If you are a resident of Lawerence, have insight and/or have an interest in local level activism, pay heed and
consider contributing to future issues.

revitalizing North Lawrence and downtown does. But those guys [director of planning and city commission]
have no idea that those two issues are linked. I've literally—I saw surprise in the face of the commissioners
when I said to them, “you have hurt your capacity to negotiate by saying yes to the property on 23rd st. And
they said, 'really?” and you could see that that was the first time the matter had ever been brought up to
them. If we had a smart director of planning, that director would be bringing this information to the planning
commission and to the city commission and say, “here's how were doing: we overbuilt this year we better back
off this year.” Like I said to them, it's not hard stuff. You can figure out how many households are we adding.
How many of them are renting? How many of them are owning? That gives you a good target figure for what
you ought to build next year. And if the number comes back 400, then shoot for 400. Don't go thinking that
building 700 is a good number. Building zero is a bad number, and building too much is a bad number.
EPP: As someone who spent two years with my partner looking for a house to by, where we now live, and
where we moved from two years ago, Old East Lawrence and North Lawrence respectively, it seems like that
for most of that time up to now, it's been a really tight market. Not only are houses selling fast, but often
times there are multiple bidders and often the house sells for higher than the asking amount. By the way, just
yesterday as I was painting a property, and the real estate guy selling it did confirm that those two
neighborhoods were hot markets. How does this compare to the newer neighborhoods that have been built in
the last thirty years?
McClure: First, I'm one of those people who thinks it's a good thing that north and east Lawrence are hot
markets. I know that's not a popular attitude...
EPP: yeah, not for low income people [my laugh, I find in transcribing this, is disturbingly maudlin to me]
McClure: Well, it's never a good time to be low income. That's just a cold hard fact.
The only way you can make housing affordable to people is called a mobile home. Nobody wants mobile
homes next to them. It's hard to get more of them. Now we call them manufactured housing.
EPP: Wow, a second euphemism.
McClure: But it's hard to build those trailer parks. We've got one west of Target that's actually a very nice
development. But go in almost anywhere else and say we wanna build a mobile home, it's political suicide. So,
it sucks to be poor. I'm looking for the longterm interests of east Lawrence. When I moved
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back—I first lived here from 68-74, and it was a dump, a slum. I moved back here in 88 and it was still in
rough shape. For neighborhoods to succeed young families with children have to say, we wanna buy house, we
wanna be confident that we're not gonna lose money on that house, and we want a good school for our kid to
attend. We've done that for east Lawrence. We haven't done it as well for north Lawrence but there's a
variety of special flooding to deal with. It is good that families are saying we want these houses. But we
always have to juggle problems with houses flying off the market to fast. But I can tell you that there are
newer subdivisions where houses aren't flying off the market very fast. The market is always going to
fluctuate. Right now we're at a time where the number of units available is too small. But it's always that way
this time of year. Nobody buys a house in January or February, nobody buys a house in October, November, and
December. Ideally you want to buy a house in May so you can move in June or July so you can have your kid
ready for school in August. So it's always frantic at this time of year. It is true that we've got some people
building some 300,000 homes in Northwes Lawrence that aren't selling.
EPP: You said both for residential and commercial space, for every five that are built one is vacant, is that
correct or is one higher or lower than the other?
McClure: Well, we've seen periods where it is that high. There is no generally accepted ideal rate on the
commercial side. We work on the 5% number, but there's so much variation it doesn't matter. Mike Amyx
[former mayor and city commissioner], my barber and I were going through this calculation the other day.
Mike, of course, knows this stuff like the back of his hand his business has been downtown since his dad
started it as a kid. He was literally been raised on Massachusetts St. and worked there his whole life. He can
name every storefront, who owns the building and who operates within. And we've got an awfully high number
of vacant commercial buildings. But here comes the problem: an awful lot of them are just simply families
who've retired. So that doesn't mean that business is bad. The scary thing is, why aren't people coming up to

them saying, “I wanna take over your business”? Or at least I wanna take over the space and start a new
business?
EPP: The rent is too damn high [again another smarmy laugh]...
McClure: ...it isn't. You can't make any money on downtown properties. I'd hate to say it, I know it seems that
way, the rent is too damn high. You go figure out what it costs to insure the property, to pay taxes on the
property, pay the mortgage, even if you pass all the utilities off to the renter, if you can't get $15. a square
foot, you're losing money, and nobody is going to invest on a loser.
The issue is not is it high—sure, it's high compared to a ghost town in western Kansas, because people are
leaving those towns and they're coming here. But it's damn low if you look at prices to rent space on the
country club plaza in Kansas City.
So now the important standard is, how many dollars go through your cash register. So let's take some round
numbers. Let's say you have 200 a year that goes through your cash register. You have to pay 15 of them for
the space you're in. That leaves 185 dollars. That's a lot left. If you're on the Country Club Plaza, you'd be
losing 30 bucks. So it's a matter of are the businesses attracting enough dollars through the cash register to
pay the number. And the reason we're having trouble is because the city keeps letting stuff get built.
Fortunately, the recent deal on South Iowa seems to have died, but we've got a developer who wants to build
half a million square feet. We can't possibly support that. Again, we've got the same population with the same
income. If we build more stores, we're just taking that same income and you're just spreading it over more
spaces. That means we don't have enough dollars going through the cash registers. We have to decide: do we
want the 200 dollars going through a store on South Iowa Street or do we want it going through Massachusetts
St. Now we can't direct the flow of it real precisely, but we can do it with real care, we can say look, “our
downtown is hurt if we allow space to grow too fast.” We've done that too ourselves by building way too much
stuff out west on 6th St.
Sixth St. and Wakarussa is a real famous case There was supposed to be 150 thousand square ft. of space
there when it was originally planned. So the developer on the south east corner got 250,00. That should have
been more than enough, and then developer on the southwest corner goes, “well you gave hime 250,000,
you're gonna give me 250,000,” and they did. Then Bauer farms, then Wall Mart. And now we've made it into a
half a million square feet when it should have been 150,000 square ft. And what do we do is suck spending
away from other parts and put it there. There has been growth in people but it's not in lockstep. In retail, the
space, we've three times faster than the growth of demand. That means quite literally for every thousand
square feet we can support we build three thousand. That's ridiculous. That hurts little malls like Orchard
Corner at 15th and Kasold. A friend of mine owns that. He's losing his shirt on it.
EPP: Regarding affordable housing you've suggested a “voucher approach.” Could you explain that and how it
works. And/or specifically explain the Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) program?
McClure: Yeah the Housing Choice Voucher program is our national effort in this way. It's the right program for
this era. We really don't need to be building more houses. What the voucher says is, “you make $1,000 a
month so you can afford $300 in month in rent. The problem is that the rental unit is $800. So the voucher
will pay the extra $500. What we do too often is that we go out and use the low income housing tax credit
program and we build 800 and 900 dollar units. What good does that do a family making a thousand dollars a
month? The problem is that we do not make the HCV program big enough. Effectively we give enough
vouchers in the United States to help about one out of four to one in five of the people who really need it.
That's why I'm very excited about Elizabeth Warren and Kamal Harris. Both of them are talking about programs
to expand rental assistance –different phrases, but it's the same voucher approach. Elizabeth Warren's is a
little broader, so I like hers a little better. Kamala is from California, so she's more focused on home buyers.
These are just ideas at this point but it's so nice to see major candidates, both of them obviously front
runners for the Democratic nomination. Is it going to happen just because one of them will win? Of course
not. It's gonna take a lot of work. It turns out I'm working with a group of experts right now and we're putting
some research together to advise both Harris and Warren. The nice thing about it is it's not in they're interest
to get it down to details at this point. Their value is to get the concept out there. It's our job, the housing
economists of the world, to help them put it into legislation later.
EPP: Are they're non candidate-based groups that are active in this? Who also solicit this expertise?
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McClure: Oh yeah. I gotta tell you this. This will tell you how old I am. I actually helped in a very small way in
the creation of the Low Income Housing Tax Credit Program, our nation's largest housing production program.
The Home builders who supported it now describe me as becoming an enemy of it. I'm not an enemy, but I'm
saying it's no longer the right program, and we need to change it. These guys are making themselves rich on
it. But Those guys are gonna donate a lot of their profits
Now, I'm not opposed to those guys getting rich. They need to make enough money to [build what we need]
But we need to make sure that the program works where and how we need it. We don't need low income
housing units built in areas that are already overbuilt. We do need to say, “okay, you built a hundred units,
you gotta make at least fifteen of them low income. That's a good use of the program. But it makes no sense
to go into an old neighborhood, say, Kansas City, Kansas, that already has a vacancy of ten percent, and build
a bunch of new units.All you do buy building them is hasten the demise of the existing units that are there.
That's why the home builders call me the enemy. I'm not the
enemy. I'm the guy who's saying, I want them to make money by using the program that really serves our
needs.
EPP: Could you provide a few provide names of sources to show, and how interpret the data?
McClure: Yeah, let me speak on that and talk about what we should do here in Lawrence, with growthmanagement, because it aint rocket science, it's darned easy. Any person can get online and they can look up
census numbers. It takes some training, if somebody gives you thirty minutes of training you'll know how to
look up all the census numbers you need. So you don't need a Master's Degree in planning. Those who get
masters degree in planning, it's there job to say, “here's the growth of our population, here's the growth of our
income, here's the growth of our renter housholds, here's the growth of homeowner-occupied households.”
That is the underlying demand. They can look at the health of the housing market by looking at the census
numbers of those things. You can even break that down to high end market, middle and low. It's easy to get
that information. The harder part is the political will to learn from it. If the market analysis says we're
building too many houses, we need to slow down, till we get our prices at a feasible level. It isn't hard. That's
what a good director of planning in a good community ought to be reporting to the planning commission and
city commission at least once a year, that should stand like a report card. The problem is city commission
resists because who wants a bad report card. Especially when the developers are saying “ah, don't believe
that.”
Remember a lot of conservatives don't like economics, they like what they want to believe. And they want to
believe in things like “if I build more housing that's adding to the tax base.” Now we know that to be false.
But I can tell you, that I know a lot of good, well intentioned, fairly well educated developers who firmly
believe that if they build more they're adding to the tax base. Well, no you're not, you're just taking value
away from the stuff that's already here. Only new people and new income adds to the tax rate.I think the
electorate is beginning to learn, based on recent elections. You may have noticed that the Chamber of
Commerce and the Commission lost their control of the city. It wasn't because there was a new PLC. People
got pissed off about the rock chalk park, and too many other things like that. They said we wants some people
who have some courage to say no to these developers.
I think that the electorate is beginning to learn. But half the population that is of voting age, 60% of them
vote in a national election, Maybe 15% of them vote in a local election
So the decisions in this town are being made by 7% of the population. We're not educating the whole
electorate, we're trying to get a whole lot more people involved and learn this stuff. We've moved the city
elections to November in alignment with the national and state elections, so that helps. Will it make for a
more educated electorate? I don't know.
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THIS CONCLUDES OUR FIRST FEATURE THAT ATTEMPTS SOMETHING LIKE JOURNALISM—LOCAL JOURNALISM AT
THAT. YOU PROBABLY NOTICED THAT LOCAL NEWSPAPERS ALL OVER THE COUNTY (AND THE WORLD, BUT, YA
KNOW, WE ARE THE WORLD WITH OUR 800 PLUS MILITARY GARRISONS AROUND THE PLANET) HAVE BEEN IN A
PERPETUAL STATE OF DECLINE. SPEAKING FOR LAWRENCE, KANSAS OUR PAPER OF MANY DECADES, THE
JOURNAL WORLD WAS BOUGHT OUT RECENTLY BY A NON LOCAL CORPORATE CONGLOMERATE. IT EMPLOYS ONLY
TWO REPORTERS, WHO RARELY IF EVER WORK ON WEEKENDS. MORE THAN HALF THE CONTENT IS SPORTS, AND
ANOTHER QUARTER IS USUALLY ASSOCIATED PRESS BITS. THERE IS SIMPLY NO WAY TO BE INFORMED ABOUT
WHAT'S HAPPENING IN OUR COMMUNITY UNLESS WE ATTEND WEEKLY CITY HALL MEETINGS, NOT TO MENTION
COUNTY COMMISSIONS AND ALL THE CITY-ORDAINED (MOSTLY VOLUNTEER) TASK FORCES THAT WORK TO
MAINTAIN AND IMPROVE OUR EXISTING COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE--OR GAB WITH PEOPLE WHO DO. HARDLY
ANYONE HAS TIME FOR THAT. MOREOVER, THIS IS ALL HAPPENING AT THE ABSOLUTE WORST TIME: UNDER THE
SPECTRE—NO GODDAMNIT THE EMERGING RANGE OF VIOLENT NATURAL PHENOMENA THAT ALL POINT TO THE
FACT OF THE CLIMATE CRISIS, NOT JUST CLIMATE CHANGE, BUT THE DEGRADATION OF OUR AIR, WATER AND
SOIL; AND OUR ROTTING POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC SYSTEM. WE CAN'T REALLY DO MUCH ON A NATIONAL LEVEL,
BUT WE BELIEVE WE CAN CONTRIBUTE TO THE LOCAL. I AM DOING THIS CURRENTLY BY MYSELF WITH A MEAGER
FEW HUNDRED DOLLARS TO SUBSIDIZE A MERE 20-30 HOURS OF WORK. I INVITE THOSE WHO HAVE AN INTEREST,
CAN THINK, ASK QUESTIONS, THINK SOMEMORE AND WRITE, AND KNOW WAY MORE THAN I TO PLEASE HELP
ESTABLISH A REGULAR SOURCE OF LOCAL NEWS.
THANKS.
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TWO POEMS BY PAUL EDWARD COSTA
THE SHADOWS GHOSTS MAKE
The ghosts haunted me since I was a child
but
since I never learned the word for
corporeal phantom
they only thought
that I diligently practiced
the art of
polite conversation
though the strange thing
is that I somehow did improve my communication
by staring through the translucent forms
of whoever I spoke with
while the downside became seeing
the hook handed shadows rising behind them
who I didn’t think could hurt me
but who I feared might tear apart the ghosts I saw,
my only company,
although they had no ears
with which to collect the empathetic sounds
of my frantic voice.
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DEPRESSION AT THE END OF TIME
Time moves along, and places
these places are its medium, its conductor
necessary.
The places don’t move
they only become vacant.
Within a few years after the final celebration
the place became emptier than it had before,
almost totally hollow:
the high-school an abandoned fortress,
the strip mall empty, closed stores, neon signs
desolate and dark, isolated in the suburbs
every single house existing in a time
before refreshing newness
but after the charmingly antique.
A waiting room disguised as an inferno.
During the day skies are only gray.
At night it always rains cold indifferent shards
of shattered glass.
So tired here
a dull atmospheric headache
eyes sore like organs rubbed against dry cement
in another empty day.
Comforting familiarity, always comfortable there, reliability
no misery where expectations are dead
but this isn’t the reality
objective or otherwise.
A brief sun, each day begins with splendor
the dark one not a snake or a seductive crown of fire
but boredom personified as King of the Monotones
(a surf band on the beach without waves
where water is washed thick with ash)
These demons, these damned fallen angels of activity
only march in after the morning establishment
of great expectations.
I think the old civilization called it depression,
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the last survivors call it routine madness: the world
for lack of a better word stemming from a lacking glimpse
into eternity.
And who are they?
Some eat feces out of oyster shells
others fill a bottomless chest cavity forever
all supremely confident, obsessing over measured clouds
cold psychotic laughing and mad, on this basic drink:
2 parts syphilis, 1 part mercury
with preserving ice and a twist of wasted lives,
destroyed by the start
and starting many more.
Tough cockroaches scuttle in dry afterglow embers
of a nuclear holocaust. That’s certain
but no longer comforting
to someone who has seen patterns in the explosions of light
and a face in the upwards stretch of a rising mushroom cloud.
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This is a List of Houses Patty and Iris
Lived in from the time of 4 to 9 yrs old
from 1959 to 1964. We moved from
KC MO Area to Lawrence back and forth
Because of Our dysfunctional Parents
Eric Lived with dad Permanently at Age 5.
Lee Summit, MO
College KC, MO
Apts on 71 Hyway
59th Prospect
Grandview Rd in Grandview, MO
Belton, MO
75th BelFountain Last house w/Dad
With Peggy
Maple Ln St. Lawrence, KS
9th Tennessee St Lawrence KS
Louisiana St Lawrence KS
9th Missouri St Lawrence
9th Indiana St. Lawrence
Just Mom
9th St. Eudora KS Tar Paper House
Ash St. Eudora Behind "Fina" station
5th Acorn Eudora Across from Lumber Yd
house down across from Railroad tracks
Had Rats As big As
Raccoons
When I was twelve I moved to
Aunt Helens. Grandview. Lived there 6 months
went to Baptist Jr. High. Then moved o Eudora w/Ed & Mom
We went to these schools in this time period.
(1959 to 1964)Grade Schools
Center Annex when we lived on College KC MO
Belton MO-(twice)
Center We lived 75th Belfountain
Pickney in Lawrence KS (three times)
East Heights Lawrence KS
Grandview MO
Eudora KS (moved [t]here in the 4th grade
Finished Tenth grade. I got my G.E.D.
the year my class graduated in 1973.
Amee was 18 months old.
I tried to give my kids everthing
thing I didnt have growing up. I tried
to be the best mom I could be.

Returning Home – Conversation with a Self I Can’t Remember
by Roy Beckemeyer

“Moving always goes forward in time, whether the path goes left, right, uphill, around a
curve. So, I’ll start younger—time travel the only way I can, now that words and images
have grown fuzzy, neural connections have gone slack, my brain full of corroded terminals,
the static of loose wires: I’ll take up this picture of a day I don't really recall.
Look, there you are—by the chemistry of yesterday’s box cameras; the silver halide has
dissolved, the emulsions and you have both been fixed. You with your new-tricycle smile, as
if you have just ridden out the door and down the steps and are revving up to lay rubber all
the way to today, legs lengthening, face elongating, ways being set as you go—riding right
ahead as if you had two capital letters in each name, as if you were Mr. DeLorean McFly on
the fly, arrowing for the future. Well, perhaps a few twists and turns as you go, but after
all, those just make the yarn tighter, pull the weft and warp into closer contact. Ponder:
did you leave those sunny days behind too soon, the dust of childhood not settling as deeply
into your lungs as it would if you had stayed? The grass is still green, the house has not
settled.
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I pull out my smartphone and raise it to my eye and tap the screen and enjoin today’s
charge-coupled devices and CMOS sensors to dot a million pixels, red, green, blue, and
Voila! There is that house, that same porch, and there are the steps, and here, now, once
again, are you.”
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From the Editor
Thank you for your interest in this shell of...no, a Ghost of...no, just a tardiness, and
finally guise (gheis, geist) of Ghost Spaces, issue 2 of Enduring Puberty Press's Annual review.
Not untypically it started with too much ambition. Last September we visited south central
Colorado, taking along with us a late 80s reprint of an early seventies coffee table book,
Ghost Towns of the Rocky Mountains. There was no shortage of town listed in the book in
proximity to us we could have gone. I wanted to capture the remnants of dead communities,
and try to find some common denominator not just between them, but also with the
communities that are not yet dead like many in U.S.
But the prospect of spending days of peace in a friend's Gulch-nested cabin,hiking in
nearby areas, and the hot springs in a low key clothing optional and affordable resort, Valley
View Orient Land Trust, was too great.
Valley View itself, located on the western outskirts of the Sangre de Cristo mountains,
was built originally as a resort for the workers who mined for the deposits of limonite and
iron ore. Two different living settlements were established, the Old Town in the 1880s, and
New Town in the 1920s. While not designated as ghost towns, there are no shortages of old
concrete one room foundations filled inside with and surrounded by oxidized metal cans,
vintage glass bottles and broken vintage stoves, all along the path between the still existing
resort/intentional community and the cave which attracts every year Brazilian free-tailed
bats. The bats were the real stars to dozens of people of our venture outside of the hot
springs, bending our heads back to watch them spangle the sky of dusk.
Almost every lit mag of stories and poems is peppered with references if not whole
tropes of ghosts, as metonym to memory, guilt, loss, what is dead that can't be forgotten, or
what has lost its substance. I knew that with my own preoccupations, my love of history, my
obsession with mine and others' forms of nostalgia, I would fail trying to curate too strictly in
accordance with the theme. It's just too close. And for sure, death looms. The time we have
is out of proportion to our ambitions. So I'm making another request for partners in these
endeavors.
Shout out to all of the contributors to this issue. Particularly to return contributors,
Colin James, Paul Edward Costa, and EPP chief visual artist, Jamie Hofling. The former two
are more than half of the literary portion of this rag not just a local/Kansas thing. The time
and energy spent on getting contributors was pretty much ate up by dogs.
Speaking of local, as mentioned in the mission statement of issue one, as well as page
46 of this here issue 2, we have an ambition to provide local journalism. We are open to
stories about cities and regions all over the world. The reason for this is because most of you
probably read more about President “Cheetah's Taint” than anything about your home town.
Most of you know more about the three branches of federal government than the structure of
your city hall. Which is, given the emergence of more proximate extreme manifestations of
the climate crisis, a fatal thing. Speaking as a citizen of the United States Empire...well, I
shouldn't have to write anything else.
Please enjoy the following pic I took of the informal walking underpass on the south side of
the North 2nd St. bridge over the Kansas (Kaw) River. Please email us at
blamecreed@gmail.com if you know the graffiti artist(s). It is not so unlikely that the mural
art will be ruined by more coming rains of the summer of this year. That's it, some advice:
preserve or say good proper goodbye to the things that make for unsatisfactory ghosts.
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Dear North Lawrence, I think I love you. And this after more than two years of living inside
you. I still have no feelings of wariness, alienation, effrontery, anger, but just openness, love,
and concern. This may be a record for me. You are a strange mix of cultural and economic
trends and attitudes. Not yet gentrified, but certainly glorified and occupied (sparsely) by a
great many upper middle class hipsters, you pride yourself on your relative wildness, laxness
on enforcing unnecessary rules and regulations, proximity to the natural world, primarily the
Kaw which marks your border on the south, the world's longest prairie river (though the
prairie ended back west miles ago), and the modesty and uniqueness of your housing stock. I
worry for your tendency to be casual and tepid about the next major flood, that may very
well surpass 1993 and 1951 floods you incurred. There's a rural sensibility about you, a desire
to stay the same and just deal with the worst instead of preventing it. That worries me, but
nevertheless for reasons of my own ingrained laziness, I can't deny the coziness of that
disposition. And because some righteous part of me wants to join along with the millions of
other lefties to say, “see we told you that this fossil fuel-addiction would fuck us over”
Dear North Lawrence, you keep me grounded in the simplicity of life I want to keep for
myself and my partner. You also remind me that my luxury of making literature and art just
may be the thing to help me survive by virtue of its not being how I make my living. To help
me stay young as I grow old But...dear North Lawrence, will you make some donations to
Enduring Puberty Press. I could use some more days off from work to make Issue 3 happen.
Quick note (Subsequent to the above: Tuesday, May 21, 2019, we're now in a flash flood warning, risking
the reach or breaking of water levels at the levee hit in the 93 flood.)
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Nocturne in Black and Gold – A falling Rocket
By Parva Sachdeva

So winter has come to a halt,
You can be anyone,
Burning photographs, houses –
Anything that doesn’t exist for you.
And now,
I am laughing at the stars,
I hate this minute,
Because each day you were falling.
I feel incredibly low,
A muddy Christmas of ‘97
If the message was out of time,
No one responds.
Them blue lights and ceilings,
Of glassy skies, churches, pits, cycles –
And every dead deserve,
We ignored.
I wish you could,
Help me touch, my callas
Them green gardens of hopes,
Them broken fountains and no floods.
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Four Poems by DS Maolalai
Good Cobbling
my heels
clatter
like claws on tile.
cats in the kitchen
are less self-assured
than I, stepping
on the pavement
in my new
brown shoes. real
patent leather
and solid
teak heels. I walk
and the sun
shines
with each footstep.
this
is a real
feeling.
tapping my foot
in pure
pleasure
and inhaling
dust
and the smell
of a sunny days
I rub the toe
on the back of my trouser
as I ring
your doorbell.
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South Circular Road
I guess these days we're lucky
if a death gets our name in the paper
but there was a fight upstairs
and blood somebody had money
and someone pulled a knife
and it would have gone
ok
if a third person
hadn't walked in
and he took it
then
right in the guts
and stumbled down the stairs
and died on the landing.
my neighbours will tell you about it they still lived here then he went down like a whale on the beach,
blood on the banister and bruising the carpets,
and they couldn't get in for two nights with police
and the landlord wouldn't pay for a hotel.
guy got caught
in Hollyhead they say
after buying new clothes with the money
and sort of going on holiday. that's why
the rent is so cheap here. south circular road
in 2016. he did it with the guy's own
kitchen knife.
you can look it up. it happened:
I didn't live here yet
but I heard when I moved in anyway
it was in the paper.
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Nothing but the Money
he stood in front of us
tight hair
combed back
with bryl-cream,
an expensive shirt
and the keys
to a nice car
in his pocket.
he held a page in front of him
reading from it
and behind him
were inspirational slogans
and pictures of people getting out of airplanes
that we were supposed
to want
to be.
"what do we want?", he asked.
"WE WANT SALES", we chanted
standing in front of him like a grey-faced army.
"what do we get?"
"NOTHING BUT THE MONEY"
it was well rehearsed
and badly written. we were all
in cheap suits from Penneys
or expensive ones
from Dunnes
and we each held a clipboard
or hung it
from an Airtricity branded bag.
we were each
tired
and skinny from walking,
listless
and dying to get outside.
on a sunny day
if you were good
you'd make 200 euros
on commission.
on a bad day
(most of them)
maybe 20
or nothing.
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we told cynical jokes in the morning
but we were all
very positive
about our chances,
each assigned a stretch of street
and told to bang on doors
up and down
until we got an answer.
the office
was small and quiet
and the space in front of the door
crawled like ants
with stomped out cigarettes.
we are all
so lucky
to be here.
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“Busy Tone.”
I woke up
with the sun coming
and she was there
next to me,
talking on the phone
with her friend
in russian
about (I guess)
how she'd got
taken home
by this skinny
little irish
guy
and fucked
inexpertly
on the bad side of the bed,
drunk
in a cold flat
with the window open.
and while she was talking
I started
rolling around a while,
then
kissed her neck
and felt
her left hand
heavy with the sweat
of a hangover
coming down
into my pants
and finding something there I've always
been better in the morning
after a night;
the boozy
rested energy
holding my ardor
still. she put the phone down on the table
and rolled me over on top of her we were going loud
for 10 minutes
before I saw
that her girlfriend
hadn't yet hung up.
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Become an Honorary Pube and Support Our Work:
Enduring Puberty Press
246 N. 8th Street
Lawrence, KS. 66044
Make your advanced order for your copy of the initial
first 20 comic baseball cards —all artwork by Seth
Ramsey— of Baseball’s Unlikeliest Handi-Heroes
League (BUHHL): Disabled players of the semi
professional league that captured the zeitgeist of
twenty twenties and thirties USA in all of its stubborn
glory. —$60.00

Now don’t you be expecting inspiration porn. This is
support of the invisible citizens of the world in its most
brutal and unsentimental

Botanicals From Outer Space is an amazing
exploration of flora from other planets which may
support them. Most of the artwork on these
handmade cards is by Jamie Hofling, and the
botanical profiles are by EPP editor and founder,
Creed J Shepard.
$3. Per card, $50 for all 50 cards
Premier issue of Enduring Puberty Press’s
literary, visual, and epistolary art review (over 85
pages). Absorbing works of poetry and fiction,
amusing anonymous letters, eye-humping
collages and drawings, and much more brain
candy.
Suggested donation for printed copy $20.00
From left to right EPP founder and poem maker
Creed J Shepard’s 2nd and 3rd chapbooks of
poems, Reinventing the Third Wheel, and
Rapport Privilege You will never read anything
quite like it, and it just might make for a good
poetry book review or introduction to the world
of late modern to contemporary poetry. ————
$12. each or $20. Together

Make your order by emailing blamecreed@gmail.com. You can make a payment
via PayPal using the same email, or send a check and money order to the
address above.

MAIL ART ALSO BY JAMIE HOFLING

Roy Beckemeyer grew up in a coal-mine-zinc-smelter-farm village in Illinois that was
recognized as an EPA Superfund site almost 40 years after he left. Despite those ominous
beginnings, he has made it past the three-quarter century mark. He began writing poetry to
his high school sweetheart, now his wife of almost 60 years, then finally got serious about
poetry after he retired. He has three poetry books published (Music I Once Could Dance To,
Coal City Press, 2014, Amanuensis Angels, Spartan Press, 2018), and Stage Whispers
(Meadowlark Books, 2018). Check his author’s page at royjbeckemeyer.com.
Paul Edward Costa has published over fifty stories, articles, and poems in periodicals such
as Aphelion: The Webzine of Science Fiction and Fantasy, Thrice Fiction Magazine, Inside
the Bell Jar, Entropy Magazine, and Dryland: Los Angeles Underground Art and Writing. He's
also been published in semi-pro markets such as Brick Books and Alt-Minds Literary
Magazine. His novella titled "Dark Magic on the Edge of Town" is available
Marta Regalado Grimm is the author of poems –could we call them ekphrastic poems if
they're not responding just to images alone? Their doesn't seem to be another term-responding to episodes of the original Twilight Zone Series. Marta is not a ghost, but think
about one who would design and build a space exclusively for ghosts. Where does its
threshold begin? We think it's much more than the shaky spectrum of Science on one hand
and superstition on the other, as Twilight Zone creator Rod Serling would have it. But
Serling had something going, to suggest if even in a indulgent reading, when he brushed up
pits of fear with summits of knowledge.
Jamie Hofling is a dabbler of many kinds of visual art, including her current favorites of
crocheting and felting. Her collages were included in Enduring Puberty Press's issue 1. She's
a long time environmental activist, practicing yoga student and teacher (currently on hiatus
from teaching), gardener, vermiculturist, plant enthusiast and all around do-it-yerselfer.

Colin James was born in Chester, England on the border of Wales. He now resides in
Massachusetts with his wife Jane and son, Liam. He has a chapbook from Writing
Knights Press, Dreams of the Really Annoying and another chapbook, A Thoroughness
Not Deprived of Absurdity, from Pskis Porch http://www.pskisporch.com/?page_id=139
Diarmuid ó Maolai is a graduate of English Literature from Trinity College in Dublin and
recently returned there after four years abroad in the UK and Canada. He's been writing
poetry and short fiction for the past five or six years with some success. His writing has
appeared in such publications as 4'33', Strange Bounce and Bong is Bard, Down in the Dirt
Magazine, Out of Ours, The Eunoia Review, Kerouac's Dog, More Said Than Done, Star Tips,
Myths Magazine, Ariadne's Thread, The Belleville Park Pages, Killing the Angel, and Unrorean
Broadsheet, by whom he was twice nominated for the Pushcart Prize. He also recently
published a short collection with Encircle Publications entitled Love is Breaking Plates in
the Garden.
Poet Laureate of Kansas (2017-2019), Kevin Rabas teaches at Emporia State University,
where he leads the poetry and playwriting, tracks and chairs the Department of English,
Modern Languages, and Journalism. He has ten books, including Lisa’s Flying Electric Piano,
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a Kansas Notable Book and Nelson Poetry Book Award winner. Rabas’s plays have been
produced across Kansas and in North Carolina and San Diego, and his work has been
nominated for the Pushcart Prize six times. He is the recipient of the Emporia State
President’s Award for Research and Creativity is a Roe R. Cross Distinguished Professor. He is
the winner of the Langston Hughes Award for Poetry, the Victor Contoski Poetry Award, the
Jerome Johanning Playwriting Award, and the Salina New Voice Award.
Ned Robertson said we could just put that he's an American-sifter. He lives in Lawrence,
Kansas
Parv Sachdeva, an Indian, is passionate about literature, music, and mathematics. He
writes poems only to understand the world a little more, and they tell more about him than
He can by talking.
Perry L. Shepard is a Vietnam veteran who has written two novels: The Hero versus Me and
Monkey Jo, and Hard Love. He co-wrote two plays in the anthology titled Annabelle. He
won a second place award in the Eber and Wein’s Best American Poetry of 2013, an
honorable mention in Writer’s Digest’ 84th annual Poetry Competition. He has been
published in newspapers, college poetry collections and fanzines; He was a board member
of (SMAG) South Mass Art Guild in Lawrence Kansas, and is the Vice President of the Kansas
Author’s Club District No. 2.
Carolyn Yeutter has been working primarily in pen and ink for the last 10 years. A few years
ago she began using vintage paper as a framework for her drawing; old maps, letters,
autograph pages, textbooks, college notes, etc. This has added a new dimension to her
work.She lives in Sierra Vista, AZ, in the SE corner of the state, where her primary subject
matter includes historic ranches of the region, and the former copper-mining town of
Bisbee, currently home to many artists. She is represented by the Tang Gallery in Bisbee.
She has a Bachelors Degree from Missouri State University and spent her career teaching
middle school in Ohio, Indiana, California and Arizona
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For the next
annual issue
and all the
months in
between:
CALL OUT FOR
SUBMISSIONS for:
Art (visual art), including
handmade 3D assemblages
EDITORIALS
Fiction
Found objects, notes
Gift Packages
Letters
Mail Art
News stories
Other nonfiction prose
Poetry

For writings, please send in a word doc form (this can include many formats, like Microsoft
word, Open Office, Mac Pages, etc. Just don’t send it in a PDF) to blamecreed@gmail.com
For drawings, paintings, collages, pictures please email in the most reasonable formats
(we’ll figure it out) to the same address.
For 3-D art, please send to:
Enduring Puberty Press
246 N. 8th St.
Lawrence, KS. 66044

COMPENSATION IS FREE CORRESPONDENCE ART ON AN ANNUAL OR MORE FREQUENT BASIS, AND YOU
CAN PUT ENDURING PUBERTY PRESS ON YOUR CV! THOUGH WE CHERISH AND ENCOURAGE
SUBMISSIONS OF REVIEWS AND INTERTEXTUAL ENGAGEMENTS WITH MANY ESTABLISHED WORKS OF
ART AND LITERATURE WE’RE KIND OF DEDICATED TO NOT BEING APART OF ANY ART OR LITERARY
CANONS, INSTEAD WE SEEK TO IMAGINE A NEW SENSE OF COMMUNITY, WHERE EVERY CREATIVE AND
CRITICAL THINKING ACT SERVES A FUNCTION MORE APT TO THE FUTURE OF THE HUMAN WORLD
(PERHAPS STRIVING TOWARDS AN ECOLOGICALLY ORIENTED SYSTEM WHILE STILL DEALING WITH THE
DECAYING PHYSICAL AND CULTURAL INFRASTRUCTURE OF OUR CURRENT, CAPITALIST ONE). WE ARE
EASILY FLATTERED BY SUBMISSIONS FROM PROFESSIONALS, IN PART BECAUSE, AMID OUR
UNPROFESSIONALISM, WE CARRY A DELUSION THAT IT’S SMASHING SOMETHING SACRED TO
PRETENTIOUS HOARDERS OF SOCIAL ACCESS TO THE ARTS.

Blanco
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